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Folk literature is the expression of culture shared by a particular people. The folk 
literature comes through generation to generation, where the authors are unknown; 
who has written this folk literature is quiet disappeared. We fetch these folk literature 
but we cannot get the name of the authors of folk literature. 
        How entertaining the folk literature are…, that much they include truth of life 
and cultural belief. The Characteristic of folk literature are setting, plot, character, 
style. Folk literature has two broader categories--- Prose and Poetry. 
     Again in the prose includes folk tales, myths, legends, fairy tales, fables, animal 
tales, household tales, ghost stories, folk dramas. Poetry includes ballad songs, 
lullabies, rhymes, folk metaphor, and parody. 
KEYWORDS: setting, plot, character, style of folk Literature . 
INTRODUCTION 

Folk literature is the remarkable self-expression, which had been experienced by the 
community or the society. Folk literature emerged from many years ago in the 
territories where culture prevails and the same kind of community, their practices, 
their speech, their religion all and many epoch raises, there the folk literature 
raised….. 

……Any country’s folk literature belongs to the common people who embed the 
thoughts and feelings in the most native language, so the folk literatures are in 
spontaneous way. The folk literature is on this earth from the time immemorial. On 
the other hand, folk tales are case sensitive because they are according to the society 
and culture and therefore the folk literature are the folk cultural sentiments. The 
specialty of folk literature is that- they are oral literature, not written literature. 

1.1DEFINITION 

Folk literature in English literature is defined as “…….[folk life] means the tradition 
expressive culture shared within a various groups in the united states: familial ethnic, 
occupational, religious, regional, expressive culture includes a wide range of creative 
and symbolic form such as custom, belief, technical skill, language, literature, art, 
architecture, music,  play, dance, drama, ritual, pageantry, handicraft; these 
expressions are mainly learned orally, by imitation, or in performance, and are 
generally maintained without benefit of formal instruction and institutional direction.” 

  This definition is termed by the passage in 1976 of the American Folk 
life preservation Act, passed by the U.S congress in conjunction with the 
Bicentennial celebration in 1976. 

1.2 Salient features of folk literature:- 

1. Folk literature is more frequently read. 

Abstract 
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2. Folk literature is the virtue of oral tradition. 
3. Though folk literature is passed orally their authors are anonymous. 
4. The theme of the story of folk literature is hit by slight changes while in 

orality, but the theme remains same it never changes. 
5. The particular behavioral pattern, norms of culture, values and moral-

mores are transformed in the forms of customs, belief values attitudes of 
the folk literature. 

6. The distinction of folktale exhibit in good or evil, male or female, life or 
death, king and queen, clever or fool, king and subject, day and night, 
monster and fairy, good mother and cruel mother, good wife and bad wife. 

7. The purpose of folk tales are :- entertainment, message of moral, recalling 
of history, sometimes explaining the customs and tradition’s origin. 

8. Characters may be animals, trees, plants, birds, human beings. 
9. Places may be forest, palace, mountain, hut, bridge, bank of river, cave 

etc… 
10. The greed, values, ideology, problem and solution, beliefs etc are the 

cultural elements of folktales.  

  1.3 Pattern of folk literature 

INTRODUCTION  

DEVELOPMENT  

CONCLUSION 

(i) Introduction:- 
      The folk literature introduces the characters, time and place in the part 
of introduction 

(ii)  Development:- 
     The heart of story begins, tasks are given and performed, obstacles 
appear or helplessness appears in the part of development. 

(iii)  Conclusion:- 

                    There will be happy ending with solution or punishment to the greedy or 
villain. 

1.4 Importance of folk literature:- 

As Mac Donald writes, “ a folk tale is a story that has been passed from person to 
person.” so, folk tales can be used to help our cultural people to develop strong 
reading skills, trait out character and discover good win over bad or evil. 

Folk tales includes: animal stories, epics, fairytales, legends, myths, fables. The 
vocabulary of the folk literature is so down to earth that it does not require a readable 
or writeable person to tell the story.  

Folk literatures are national heritage and culture. They bring pride while saying and 
hearing.  

 2.1 So, what do the Folk literature includes? 
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Folk literature includes the legends, epic, myths, fables and also folk takes passed 
down by word of mouth through the generation. 

2.2   Who are the authors? 

They are usually unknown and unidentifiable because folk literature has come 
through one by one, words of mouth to mouth, from one generation to another 
generation. 

2.3 What is the core of folk literature? 

Even though we don’t know the authors and when it has created, how they got ideas 
all that ,but the folk literatures are complete in the core from beginning of story to end 
of the particular story, with the passing of moral message, there are no gaps or 
forgotten or blank of lines in the stories.  

 All the folk literatures are completed in all the way. 

2.4 How are the folk literatures? 

The folk literature are actually interesting, entertaining but at the same time it will be 
having life’s truth, noble truth, human truth, cultural beliefs etc. 

2.5 Who tells folk literature? 

Folk literatures are told from elders to younger, from teachers to students etc . It 
passes from people to people though they are illiterate or city people. 

2.6 Where folk literature developed? 

The folk literature is in no regards for its origin, folk literature rises through many 
religions in the world. The whole world has the folk literature either they may be 
developed countries or developing countries. 

Here, when we are discussing about the folk literature in English Language we should 
know about the characteristic or features of English folk literature. 

3. The folk literature includes and involve in the setting, plot, character, theme. 

3.1 Setting 

Most of the Folk literature are commonly different from the real world, which 
includes witches and where animal talk. 

      Setting will be or may be in cities, villages or places such as India, China, Europe 
or in Africa. Setting regarding time, such as ‘once upon a time’, or many years ago, or 
in olden times. 

3.2 Character 

The character in folk literature could be easily identified. The folk literature 
characters are always specific, in their special feeling to give away morality of what 
to decide in a situation or what not to do or right or wrong ways. 
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Further, characters in folk literature are entirely easy to understand because they may 
be either good or evil. 

The characters in folk literatures should always shows motivation. The feelings are 
also part and parcel of characters, so which are these is feelings, they are greed, love, 
fear, honesty, trust, brotherhood, hatred, jealousy etc. 

Often the characters are characterized with brother, father, mother, siblings, friends. 
Away from love story, these stories show the fight of good against evil. 

3.3 Plot 

Now we should know how the folk literature are ? They are often shorter. These folk 
literature are generally simpler where they end in happily ever after, after their 
conflict. 

3.4 Theme 

The virtues of generosity and humanity are encompassed the greed, selfishness and 
ego. The folk literature are though they simple yet they are powerful in vogue of 
storytelling. The theme of the folk literature is always overridden by conflict. The 
word conflict regards to achieve power, the struggle, the journey of right to meet the 
family success at the end of story, to overcome failures and anxiety. 

3.5 Style. 

The language style of folk literature is normally the common people understandable. 
They use the dialogue, because character, they may be human or animals, they 
generally speak with their messaging dialogs and the situational dialogs. The folk 
literature style is over rendering to the clever decision, cleverness in statements or 
dialog, creatures, foolishness and either impossible situations. 

4. Conclusion 

The happily ending makes children happy and learn moral values also, these folk 
literature are entertaining moral messages, compulsory. The story teller memorizes 
the story and could be easily remembered. 
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